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In recent years, the increasingly severe water pollution problem encouraged researchers to optimize water quality monitoring
sensor networks (WQMSNs) by creating new underwater sensor coverage algorithms. Since the sensor is limited by the
monitoring range and the number of targets, optimizing the 3D target coverage of heterogeneous multisensors is essential to
maximize the 3D target coverage rate of the monitored waters. To enhance the target coverage rate, the target allocation needs
to be searched in all possible combinations. To optimize the 3D coverage of underwater targets, this research proposes a chaotic
parallel artificial fish swarm algorithm (CPAFSA). CPAFSA uses chaotic selection to initialize parameters and integrates the
global search capabilities of parallel operators. It also applies the elite selection which effectively avoiding local optimization and
solving the problem of 3D target coverage. Ultimately, CPAFSA is compared with genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm
optimization (PSO). The results of the simulation experiment demonstrated the excellent performance of CPAFSA in achieving
underwater 3D target coverage.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with economic development and popula-
tion growth, environmental pollution, especially water pol-
lution, has become increasingly serious. The monitoring of
water quality is an important means to prevent and control
pollution, so researchers gradually set their sights on real-
time water quality monitoring through wireless sensors
[1–3]. Since range and target number are the constraints
of sensor monitoring, it is necessary to optimize the 3D
coverage of heterogeneous multisensors to maximize the
target coverage rate of water quality monitoring sensor net-
works (WQMSNs). However, the optimal coverage of het-
erogeneous multisensor is an NP-hard problem. The
exhaustive method is considered to be a possible way to solve
this problem, but its computational complexity is too high to
be suitable for actual real-time applications. Most of the
research on sensor coverage involves heuristic sensor cover-
age algorithms [4]. In previous studies, scholars have pro-
posed many optimization algorithms to solve wireless
sensor network (WSNs) problems, including genetic algo-
rithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [5–11].

Recently, more and more scholars have proposed various
optimization algorithms for sensor optimization [12–16].
The application direction of the optimization algorithm on
the sensor has also become broader [17–20].

Water quality monitoring is an important means to pre-
vent and control water pollution. To provide reliable under-
water quality monitoring services and data analysis for
environmental protection and domestic water use service,
many researchers designed and proposed water quality mon-
itoring strategies based on wireless sensor network and Inter-
net of Things.

To improve the coverage of underwater wireless sensor
networks (UWSNs) and extend its network lifetime, paper
[21] proposed an algorithm combining the virtual force and
PSO. The algorithm guides the optimization of the particle
swarm, moving the underwater node to a relatively ideal
position, thereby accelerating the particle convergence and
making the PSO develop toward the target solution. In
response to the deployment of wireless sensor nodes, a natu-
ral heuristic cuckoo search algorithm was proposed in [22] to
find the best deployment position of sensors in a 3D under-
water environment. To maximize target coverage with the
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least number of sensors, the authors model the deployment
of sensors as an optimization problem. Literature [23] stud-
ied a method of allocating underwater monitoring coverage
resources in sensor networks and proposed positioning and
deployment of UWSNs nodes based on GA. The method
can maximize the coverage and protection of high-value
assets in military applications. In [24], the authors proposed
an improved fruit fly optimization algorithm to solve the 3D
underwater sensor network coverage optimization problem
and designed a 3D space-based network coverage method.
The algorithm uses the behavior of fruit flies’ preying to opti-
mize global optimal monitoring. This algorithm can quickly
obtain the deployment position of sensor nodes, thereby
solving the problem of 3D coverage deployment of wireless
sensor nodes. In [25], to solve the optimization problem of
node redeployment coverage in UWSNs, an underwater sen-
sor network redeployment algorithm based on wolf-pack
search technology was proposed. They use sensor nodes to
ensure coverage and avoid nodes appearing prematurely.

Research on merging adaptive theory and parallel theory
has been carried out since the late 1990s [26]. Developed at
the beginning of the 21st century, the artificial fish swarm
algorithm (AFSA) is an evolutionary optimization algorithm
that tries to find the best solution of optimizing problems by
stochastic rules, and it explores the problem region with a
probabilistic policy [27]. The theoretical foundations of
AFSA were presented by [28]. A chaotic parallel artificial fish
swarm algorithm (CPAFSA) is presented for the underwater
3D target coverage problem in this paper. A model of target
coverage and monitoring is proposed to maximize the cover-
age of underwater 3D targets. And, the elite operator is used
when updating the individual artificial fish to ensure a better
evolution of the fish swarm. The strategy mixes the merits of
a parallel selection and a chaotic operator to enhance the
global explore capacity. Then, an adaptive adjustment
method is used to obtain better experimental results while
avoiding local optima.

To illustrate the advantages of CPAFSA in maximizing
the underwater 3D target coverage area by WQMSNs, GA
and PSO are used for comparisons. On the one hand, com-
pared with genetic algorithms, CPAFSA uses parallel opera-
tion to improve optimization capabilities. On the other
hand, CPAFSA can overcome the premature problem of tra-
ditional genetic algorithms by using chaotic operator.
Through these new operations, CPAFSA becomes a suitable
global optimization method to find the optimal solution
without falling into the local optimum. CPAFSA can create
a feasible solution to the underwater 3D target coverage
problem of maximizing the underwater 3D target coverage
rate of heterogeneous sensors within an acceptable time.

The results, which are simulated based on CPAFSA, GA,
and PSO, show that CPAFSA develops a good solution for
achieving a higher underwater 3D target coverage rate.
CPAFSA has improved the performance of underwater 3D
target coverage by combining parallel adjustment and cha-
otic optimization. It also helps to avoid local optimal.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 elabo-
rates on the underwater 3D target coverage and surveillance
and, then, introduces its target coverage and surveillance

model. CPAFSA is used to extend the performance of under-
water 3D target coverage monitoring problems in Section 3.
Section 4 shows the results of the simulation experiment
and discusses the significance of CPAFSA. Then, Section 5
concludes.

2. Underwater 3D Target Coverage and
Monitoring Model

The deployment problem of WQMSNs is directly related to
the optimal configuration of its communication bandwidth,
node power, analysis and calculation capabilities, and other
restricted resources. It also affects the quality of communica-
tion, monitoring, and perception services to a large extent.
How to ensure the target coverage of the monitoring area
under the premise of the limited number of sensors and lim-
ited monitoring capabilities is a key issue that determines
monitoring performance. This section will discuss the math-
ematical model of underwater 3D target coverage and moni-
toring by WQMSNs.

Firstly, in real-time monitoring of underwater targets,
since the sensing capabilities of sensors are limited, usually
sensors can only perceive a limited number of targets in their
monitoring area, and each target needs to be monitored by
multiple heterogeneous sensors. Suppose there are X target
points that need to be monitored in a piece of water. These
target points need to be covered and monitored by underwa-
ter wireless sensors, and the number of sensors is Y . Equation
(1) represents the coverage relationship between each sensor
and each target of WQMSNs.

FG =

f g1,1 f g1,2 ⋯ f g1,Y−1 f g1,Y

f g2,1 f g2,2 ⋯ f g2,Y−1 f g2,Y

⋮ ⋮ f gx,y ⋮ ⋮

f gX−1,1 f gX−1,2 ⋯ f gX−1,Y−1 f gX−1,Y

f gX,1 f gX,2 ⋯ f gX,Y−1 f gX,Y

2
66666666664

3
77777777775

� f gx,y ∈ 0, 1f g
� �

:

ð1Þ

FG represents the coverage relationship matrix between
the residual chlorine sensor node and the target node, and
f gx,y represents the coverage relationship between the y
residual chlorine sensor node and the monitoring target x.

Equation (1) indicates the coverage relationship in
WQMSNs, that is, f gx,y = 1means that the monitoring target
x is within the y sensor node’s monitoring area, and f gx,y = 0
indicates that the monitoring target x is outside the monitor-
ing area of the y sensor.

Then, due to the limited monitoring capabilities of sen-
sors, only a limited number of target points within the area
of sensor nodes can be monitored. Equation (2) is used to
express the monitoring relationship between sensor nodes
and covered targets in WQMSNs.
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JC =

jc1,1 jc1,2 ⋯ jc1,V−1 jc1,V

jc2,1 jc2,2 ⋯ jc2,V−1 jc2,V

⋮ ⋮ jcu,v ⋮ ⋮

jcU−1,1 jcU−1,2 ⋯ jcU−1,V−1 jcU−1,V

jcU ,1 jcU ,2 ⋯ jcU ,V−1 jcU ,V

2
66666666664

3
77777777775

� jcu,v ∈ 0, 1f g� �
:

ð2Þ

Equation (2) points out the monitoring relationship in
WQMSNs, jcu,v = 1 indicates that the monitoring target u is
within the monitoring range of the v sensor node and u is
monitored. jcu,v = 0 suggests that the monitoring target u is
outside the monitoring area of the v sensor, or u is within
the monitoring range but it is not monitored.

If a sensor node can only monitor N target points in the
3D coverage area, the constraint condition of the monitoring
relationship is shown as

〠
U

u=1
jcu,v ≤N , v ∈ V : ð3Þ

If each monitored target point must be monitored by at
least M sensors and a sensor can merely monitor Ntarget
points in the coverage area, the mathematical model of
underwater 3D target coverage for monitoring more target
points in WQMSNs is

jcu,v ≤ f gu,v: ð4Þ

Equation (4) represents the relationship between the
monitoring matrix and the coverage matrix. Only when the
sensor covers the target point, the corresponding target point
in the monitoring matrix may be monitored by the sensor.
Considering that the limitation of the number of targets
monitored by the sensor, it is also possible that the target
points are covered but not monitored.

W uð Þ = 〠
V

v=1
jcu,v , u ∈U : ð5Þ

WM uð Þ =
0 W uð Þ <M

1 W uð Þ ≥M

(
: ð6Þ

Equation (5) usesW to store the number of target points
monitored by the sensor and, then, determines whether the
point is effectively monitored according to the restriction
condition (6).

The above clarifies the optimization direction by estab-
lishing a mathematical model for underwater sensor cover-
age and monitoring target points. The next section will
design and implement a CPAFSA that expands the underwa-
ter 3D coverage and monitoring rate of sensors based on the
model.

3. CPAFSA for Maximizing Underwater 3D
Coverage and Monitoring Rate in WQMSNs

The basis of the artificial intelligence model based on biolog-
ical behavior is the bottom-up design method. This model
designs the behavioral perception of a single entity and then
places the individual or group in the environment so that it
can propose solutions to problems in the interaction with
the environment. Individuals usually do not have advanced
intelligence, but they can show advanced intelligence during
group activities. This phenomenon is called swarm intelli-
gence. Individuals with social characteristics can produce
group intelligence when they cooperate in certain activities,
such as fish swarm.

Artificial fish swarm is an abstraction of a biological fish
swarm, which simulates the characteristic behavior of biolog-
ical fish and their response to environmental stimuli. Individ-
ual artificial fish can receive environmental information
through vision and respond accordingly, and the action of
the individual artificial fish will also affect the other artificial
fish individuals. Artificial fish’s perception of the environ-
ment is realized through vision. But the visual system of bio-
logical fish is very complicated, so the concept of the visual
field is adopted when simulating artificial fish vision.
Figure 1 simulates the relationship between the field of view
of an artificial fish and its step length. The current state of
the individual fish is set to P = ðp1, p2, p3,⋯, pnÞ; artificial
fish’s field of vision isVisualand chaotically selects a state in
itsVersionat a certain timePV = ðp1V , p2V , p3V ,⋯, pnVÞ; if
the state PV is better than P, the fish will take a random step
towards PV to reach state Pnext. Otherwise, continue to try to
randomly select other states in its Version. The more the
individual fish try, the better they can understand the envi-
ronmental information in the field of view. This helps to
make correct behavior decisions. But the actual search behav-
ior of biological fish cannot increase indefinitely, the number
of inspections of artificial fish is also limited. Preserving the
uncertain local optimization of artificial fish is conducive to
artificial fish searching for the global optimum.

P in Figure 1 represents the current state of the indi-
vidual fish, including two parameters: visual field of view
and step length. Among them, Visual is used for the per-
ception of other fish individuals within the field of view,
and Step is the current moveable range of P. In the 3D
search space, X = ðabscissa, ordinate, verticalÞ. And the fish

P
Pnext

PV

Step

Visual

Figure 1: Simulated artificial fish vision.
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swarm wants to find the area with the highest concentra-
tion of food, which is also called fitness here, expressed
as Y = f ðXÞ. The spatial distance between individual fish
is expressed as di,j = kXi − Xjk. Besides, fish swarm param-
eters also include the maximum number of attempts in the
fish swarm for preying TryNumber, the crowdedness
degree of the fish swarm δ, and the number of fish within
the field of view of a single fish that is nf .

In the AFSA, there are mainly four kinds of behaviors:
preying behavior, swarming behavior, following behavior,
and random behavior to simulate biological fish swarm.
Preying behavior is the basic behavior of artificial fish. Artifi-
cial fish use the perception parameter Visual of the environ-
ment to change their position. For different fish state, the
food concentration is different. Each fish compares the food
concentration at its own location with the randomly selected
food concentration in perception Visual and selects the mov-
ing direction of the larger food concentration so that the
entire fish swarm tends to a high concentration position.
Swarming behavior means that each fish moves to the center
of the neighboring other artificial fish to ensure that the sur-
rounding areas are all partners to reduce the risk. When the
swarming behavior is in progress, the artificial fish in the
AFSA are all moving to a place where food is concentrated.
Each fish can form a group through grouping behavior and
move to a high concentration position together. Following
is the behavior of artificial fish chasing the fish with the high-
est food density among other fish nearby. Due to the nature
of the fish swarm toward food and away from natural ene-
mies, when some individuals in the group find food and
move in a certain direction, other individuals will follow it.
The following reduces the time when artificial fish explore
the surrounding environment and also reduces the comput-
ing time. Random behavior refers to the behavior when the
number of times the artificial fish prey on food reaches the
specified maximum number of times, and the food concen-
tration is still not increased. At this moment, the fish ran-
domly moves one step to a certain state in its field of view
and uses this state as the next state. Random behavior helps
the individual fish to escape from the local optimum. Besides,
an artificial fish swarm is mainly affected by three items in the
optimization process: bulletin board, behavior evaluation,
and iteration termination conditions.

The traditional AFSA has strong global convergence, but it
is easy to cause the problem which fish swarms difficult to
escape from the local optimum in the later stage of execution.
This section proposes CPAFSA. It generates fish swarm
sequence through chaotic mapping and then generates chaotic
adaptive function coefficients to improve the field of view and
step length of fish. So that the artificial fish’s field of view and
step size change consistent with the parameter requirements
of different execution stages of the algorithm. Moreover, to
enhance the low accuracy of the AFSA optimal solution, par-
allel technology is used to improve it. We also use elite opera-
tors to make the fish swarm search more efficient. Section 5
compares and analyzes the optimization results of the under-
water 3D coverage area of CPAFSA, PSO, and GA.

The execution of the CPAFSA algorithm is a process of
intelligent optimization. The main steps are as follows:

Step 1: initialize Q individual artificial fish, moving step
Step, visual field Visual, number of attempts TryNumber,
congestion factor δ, current number of iterations = 0, maxi-
mum number of iterations Max, probability factor α ð0 < α
< 1Þ, constant coefficient S

Step 2: calculate the fitness function of Q artificial fish,
also called food concentration, obtain the best sensor alloca-
tion plan, and assign the fitness function to the bulletin board
BB

Step 3: if the center position Pc is better than the current
artificial fish position Pi and is not too crowded, set Step =
Rand ∗ kXc − Xik and move one step to the center position;
otherwise, go to Step5

Step 4: if the optimal fish Pmax in the current artificial fish
Pi’s perception range is better than artificial fish in the cur-
rent state, and not too crowded, set Step = Rand ∗ ‖Xmax −
Xi‖ to move one step to the optimal fish; otherwise, switch
to Step 5

Step 5: select a random state Pj in the current field of
vision of artificial fish Pi, if ΔY = Y j − Yi > 0, set Step = Ran
d ∗ kXj − Xik, move to the artificial fish one by one random
steps. If after try TryNumber times, there is still no result that
meets the conditions, a random position is selected as the
next position in the field of Visual, and a random step is
moved to this position. Update the bulletin board

Step 6: if iteration <Max, then set iteration = iteration + 1
and switch to Step 3; if iteration ≥Max, switch to Step7

Step 7: output the optimal plan information of the bulle-
tin board

Figure 2 shows the process of the CPAFSA algorithm in
solving the underwater 3D coverage problem of WQMSNs.

CPAFSA largely depends on the coding method that
solves the underwater 3D coverage and monitoring problem
of WQMSNs. Because CPAFSA is an optimized algorithm
for simulating biological fish swarm, individual artificial fish
are the solution to the sensor coverage problem. Each indi-
vidual fish is an independent solution to the monitoring
optimization problem of WQMSNs. The information
needed to construct artificial fish collaboration can be
expressed as ∂ = ½ fish swarm size, prey, follow, swarm�. The
individual artificial fish is coded as a one-dimensional array
P = ðp1, p2, p3,⋯, pnÞ, and it has a 3D coordinate. Deter-
mine the swimming direction of the individual fish by the
target value corresponding to each element in the array, so
as to maximize the underwater 3D coverage. The coding
scheme of the one-dimensional array actually limits the fish;
then, it can reflect the 3D coverage of the water quality
monitoring sensor network. In CPAFSA, a swarm of fish
is composed of a certain number of individual fish, and this
fish swarm represents all the solutions to the underwater 3D
coverage problem of the sensor.

The other parameters of CPAFSA are set as follows.
Under the premise of system resources and running time

permitting, using a large population can improve the accu-
racy of the optimal solution and enhance the ability of the
fish swarm to jump out of the local optimal.

The artificial fish’s field of view mainly affects its foraging
situation. To understand the information of the optimization
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space as much as possible, a larger field of view should be
used, but a larger field of view will cause the problem of
reduced optimization accuracy.

When setting the step length of the artificial fish, it is
necessary to consider the size of the fish field of view. As
the field of view increases, the step length should also
increase accordingly; otherwise, the convergence speed will
be slower, but the optimal solution accuracy will decrease.
The smaller the step size set by the artificial fish, the lower
the convergence speed of the algorithm, which may fall
into the local optimum.

The congestion factor parameter is integrated according
to the literature [27].

Too many TryNumber attempts will cause the artificial
fish to be trapped by local extremes, resulting in premature
algorithm maturity and increased optimization time. Fewer
preying times will reduce the probability of individual artifi-
cial fish preying successfully, causing artificial fish to perform

more random behaviors, which is not conducive for algo-
rithm convergence. Generally, the preying attempts of artifi-
cial fish do not exceed 100 times, and usually 5 − 50 times.
When the local optimum is not significant and the algorithm
complexity is not high, increasing the number of preying is
an effective means to improve the convergence efficiency of
the algorithm.

The bulletin board records the best solution to the
WOMSNs 3D monitoring problem in the current artificial
fish swarm. When there is a record of the best solution on
the bulletin board, the individual artificial fish in this iterative
process needs to compare the solution at its location with the
best solution on the bulletin board. If the solution repre-
sented by the fish is better than the best solution recorded
on the bulletin board at this time, the value of the best solu-
tion of the artificial fish on the board will be rewritten after
the end of this iteration process, so that the bulletin board
stores the optimal solution in the optimization process. The

Start

Initialize the parameters of the fish swarm, such as
TryNumber, Visual, Step, etc.

Use chaotic operator to initialize different artificial fish swarm
and individual, each fish has corresponding 3D coordinates.

Initialize the iteration of
artificial fish

Swarming behavior Following behavior

Determine which behavior produces a higher fitness value and select
the corresponding coordinate as the next location.

The next artificial
fish begins to

search for the best
Judgment

Whether it is bigger than the
maximum number of iterations

Whether all fish swarm have
completed the optimization

Output the best underwater 3D
coverage scheme of WQMSNs

No

Yes

Yes

End

A fish swarm optimization is completed,
proceed to the next swarm of fish

Judgment No

Preying and
random behavior

Figure 2: Process of the CPAFSA.
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historical optimal solution was produced. BB = 0 when ini-
tializing the bulletin board.

Assume that the state of the individual artificial fish in
CPAFSA at this moment is Xi and its fitness function is Yi,
each individual fish perceives the number of other individ-
uals nf according to its visual field Visual and calculates the
average state Xc as the center point

Xc =
X1 + X2+⋯+Xnf

nf
: ð7Þ

Define the fitness value of the center position as Yc/nf . If
Yc/nf > δ ∗ Yi, it means that the center has more food and is
not too crowded, so it will randomly move one step toward
the center. Otherwise, the individual fish will perform prey
behavior. The mathematical expression of clustering behav-
ior is shown in equations (8) and (9).

Xnext = Xi +
Xc − Xi

Xc − Xik k ∗ RandðÞ ∗ Step, Yc

nf
> δ ∗ Yi: ð8Þ

Xnext = prey Xið Þ: ð9Þ
The pseudocode of CPAFSA’s swarming behavior is

shown in Figure 3.
The following behavior simulates the process of a swarm

of biological fish moving toward the food source. When a
certain fish finds food, the surrounding fish will follow it to
swim toward the food. In artificial fish swarm of CPAFSA,
this behavior is imitated as the current artificial fish Xi
searching for the position Xmax of the fish with the largest fit-
ness value in its Version. When there is Xmax, and the corre-
sponding fitness value Ymax/nf > δ ∗ Yi means that the
location is not currently crowded, the artificial fish will move
to the optimal direction by a random step. Otherwise, the
individual artificial fish will prey. Equations (10) and (9)
express the mathematical following behavior.

Xnext = Xi +
Xmax − Xi

Xmax − Xik k ∗ RandðÞ ∗ Step, Ymax/nf > δ ∗ Yi:

ð10Þ

Figure 4 shows the pseudocode of CPAFSA’s following
behavior.

Preying is the instinct of animals and the basis of biolog-
ical evolution. When biological fish find an area with a higher
food concentration, they will instinctively swim towards
there. This behavior is manifested in the artificial fish swarm
of CPAFSA. The fish individual randomly selects the state
position Xj within its perception range Visual, and obtains
the fitness value Y j at this moment. If Y j > Yi, move the indi-
vidual fish to the Xj position by a random step. If Y j < Yi, the
individual fish randomly selects a state position in the Visual
again for judgment. When the iteration reaches the maxi-
mum number of attempts TryNumber and still does not find
a qualified Y j, the artificial fish will execute into a random
state, that is, randomly select a state in the field of Version
and move to that state, thereby avoiding local optimal. Prey-
ing and random behaviors are expressed in mathematical
language as equations (11)–(13).

Xj = Xi + RandðÞ ∗Visual: ð11Þ

Xnext = Xi +
Xj − Xi

Xj − Xi

�� �� ∗ RandðÞ ∗ Step, Y j > Yi: ð12Þ

Xnext = Xi + RandðÞ ∗ Step, Y j < Yi: ð13Þ

The preying and random behaviors of CPAFSA uses
pseudocode as Figure 5.

The swarming behavior of CPAFSA

CPAFSA swarm () {

if (di,j < Visual)

Xnext

if (Yc/nf > 𝛿 ⁎ Yi)

else
CPAFSA prey () :

Rand() ⁎ Step;

Xc = 0; nf = 0;

Xc =

= Xi + ⁎

Xc
nf

for (j = 0; j < fishnum; j+ +) {

nf++; Xc=Xc+Xj;

;
}

}

Xc–Xi

||Xc–Xi||

Figure 3: Pseudocode of swarming behavior.

The following behavior of CPAFSA

CPAFSA follow () {
Ymax = 0; nf = 0;

if (di,j < Visual && Ymax < Yj){
for (j = 0; j < fishnum; j++) {

Ymax = Yj; Xmax = Xj;
}

}

}

else

if (di,j < Visual) nf++;

if (Ymax/nf > 𝛿⁎Yi)

CPAFSA prey () :

Xnext Rand() ⁎ Step;= Xi + ⁎Xmax–Xi

||Xmax–Xi||

Figure 4: Pseudocode of following behavior.

The preying and random behaviors of CPAFSA
CPAFSA prey () {

}

for (j = 0; j < fishnum; j++) {

else

if (Yi < Yj)
Xnext

Xnext = Xi + Rand() ⁎ Step;

Xj = Xi + Rand() ⁎ Visual;

Rand() ⁎ Step;= Xi + ⁎Xj–Xi

||Xj–Xi||

Figure 5: Pseudocode of preying and random behaviors.
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As a universal phenomenon in nonlinear systems, chaos
has diversity and multiscale. These characteristics make
chaos theory have great application potential in the field
of algorithm optimization. For the nonlinear engineering
optimization problem of underwater 3D sensor coverage
problem in WQMSNs, CPAFSA uses chaotic mapping to
determine the initial coordinates of underwater sensors
and targets, which saves workload and improves random-
ness. Then, CPAFSA applied chaos search to the individual
swimming process of individual artificial fish to enhance
the search ability of individual fish and the ability of local
optimization.

CPAFSA solves the WQMSNs problem from the angle of
the fish swarm, and adding parallel operators can greatly
improve the solution quality and accuracy of the algorithm.
Parallel models include the fine-grained model, master-
slave model, and coarse-grained model. The fine-grained
model is mainly used in large-scale computer systems. It
can maximize the parallelization capability of the algorithm
but has very high hardware requirements. The master-slave
model has a master processor and multiple slave processors.
In this model, the global processing operations of the fish
swarm are executed in the main processor, and the following
behavior, swarming behavior, random behavior, and preying
behavior are executed in the secondary processor. The
coarse-grained model is an overall parallel model. The model
divides the entire large fish swarm into multiple scattered fish
swarms. Each scattered fish swarm evolves independently.
After a certain algebraic evolution, compare different fish
swarms and copy excellent fish individuals to other fish
swarms, thereby improving the search ability of the algo-
rithm in the local environment. CPAFSA uses a coarse-
grained parallel model to improve the overall optimization
capabilities of WQMSNs in this paper.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, we compare the CPAFSA, PSO, and GA algo-
rithms and analyze the performance of the algorithms in
solving WQMSNs underwater 3D coverage and monitoring

optimization. Then, the advantages of CPAFSA in solving
this problem were demonstrated through simulation experi-
ments with different parameter settings. The three algo-
rithms judge the pros and cons of the optimization effect
through a common fitness function.

In the general parameter setting, the monitoring range of
the sensor is 400 × 400 × 400m3. The number of sensors is 35
and the number of monitored targets is 100. The positions of
monitored targets and sensor nodes are randomly distributed
due to the chaos operator. At the same time, each target point
needs to be monitored by 3 sensors, and one sensor can only
monitor 4 target points in the coverage area. Besides,
CPAFSA, PSO, and GA use the same algebra and scale for
comparison. Tables 1–3 show the parameter values of
CPAFSA, PSO, and GA.

In CPAFSA, the number of individual fish in the artificial
fish school is set to 40. The setting of step length and field of
view parameters has an important impact on the perfor-
mance of this algorithm. According to the CPAFSA opti-
mized for underwater 3D coverage problem in WQMSNs
in Section 4, the field of view and step length parameters
are set. And based on the comprehensive evaluation of rel-
evant literature, the crowding factor and the maximum
number of swarming are set [29–31]. Table 1 shows these
parameters.

PSO is a swarm optimization algorithm inspired by the
phenomenon of bird swarm preying. It realizes the calcula-
tion of spatial solutions through collaboration and imitation
between individuals. The particle has a velocity vector fea-
ture, which determines the state of the bird’s flight. The par-
ticles follow the best particles in the current state to search in
space and optimize the initialized random particles to find
the best result through iteration. In each generation, the pro-
cess of updating particles is carried out by tracking two
extreme values. Extreme value 1 is the historical optimal
solution of the particle itself, and extreme value 2 is the opti-
mal solution of the overall particle. Each particle gathers at a
certain speed to the best position in its own history and the
best position in the neighborhood history to realize the evo-
lution of candidate solutions. Table 2 shows the parameters
of PSO.

GA is an optimization algorithm that combines genetic
theory with computer technology. Many terms in this algo-
rithm are derived from natural evolution theory. The chro-
mosomes carry the genetic material of the organism, which
controls the traits of the organism, and the gene is the func-
tional and combined representation of the genetic material,
and the value of a gene is called an allele. A certain number
of genes make up a chromosome. The position on the chro-
mosome is called a locus. The combination of genes and
locus determines the characteristics of the chromosome,
and the traits of an organism are external manifestations.
Genetic operators such as selection probability and crossover

Table 1: Parameters settings of CPAFSA.

Generations Population Visual Step Congestion factor Preying attempts

CPAFSA 100 20 12 20 0.618 10

Table 2: Parameters settings of PSO.

Generations Population
Maximum
speed

Individual
and social

learning factors

PSO 100 20 1 2

Table 3: Parameters settings of GA.

Generations Population Mutation probability

GA 100 20 0.01
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probability need to be set in GA. Moreover, in the process of
running the algorithm, GA also needs to set parameters such
as the length of the individual code string and the group size.
Table 3 shows the parameter settings of GA.

Figure 6 shows the change in the number of targets suc-
cessfully monitored underwater caused by the increase in
the number of sensor nodes. (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively,
represent the cases where the sensor node monitoring radius
is 120 meters, 140 meters, 160 meters, and 180 meters. It can
be seen from the figure that as the number of sensors

increases, the proportion of targets successfully monitored
for GA and PSO has increased, but they are always lower
than CPAFSA. CPAFSA optimizes through parallel compar-
ison, which increases the search range compared to the pre-
vious two algorithms. Meanwhile, CPAFSA will go through
the update process of the optimal solution in each iteration
process and can monitor more targets more efficiently.
According to Figure 3, Tables 4 and 5, respectively, show
the percentage increase of target nodes successfully moni-
tored by CPAFSA compared to GA and PSO. It can be seen
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Figure 6: The change curve of the target ratio of successful monitoring as the number of sensor nodes increases: (a) radius of 120 meters; (b)
radius of 140 meters; (c) radius of 160 meters; (d) radius of 180 meters.
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from the table that the percentage of CPAFSA successfully
monitored targets are always 1.00% to 23.80% higher than
that of PSO, and 3.20% to 25.80% higher than that of GA.
CPAFSA can significantly improve the monitoring effect.

Figure 6 also shows that when the number of sensors
increases, the targets successfully monitored by CPAFSA
generally increase more than the other two algorithms. The
reason is that as the number of sensors and targets continues
to grow, the complexity of the 3D coverage of underwater
sensors continues to increase. The traditional GA and PSO
are prone to fall into premature convergence, while CPAFSA
has a parallel operator added to the code, which can perform
a broad global optimization. In addition, the clustering and
foraging search can transform the global search into the local
search, which improves the balance between coarse search
and fine search, also improves the speed of algorithm conver-
gence, and avoids falling into the local extremum.

Figure 7 shows the number of targets successfully moni-
tored when the number of target points is 100, the number
of sensors is 80 and 100, and the corresponding radius is
130 meters and 150 meters, respectively. The underwater
3D coverage monitoring method is based on CPAFSA, GA,
and PSO in WQMSNs. The definition of target success mon-
itoring rate is the percentage of the number of targets suc-
cessfully monitored to the total number of targets within
the sensor coverage. To test the actual effect of the algorithm
under different types of sensors, we set the number of sensors
in (a) to 80, the radius to 130 meters. Set the number of sen-
sors in (b) to 80, and the radius to 150 meters. Then, the
number of sensors in (c) is set to 100, the radius is set to

130 meters. And the number of sensors in (d) is set to 100;
the radius is set to 150 meters. The results of the simulation
experiment explain that as generations of the algorithm
increases, the PSO-based target coverage monitoring rate
quickly stabilizes, which indicates that the PSO will quickly
reach a local extreme and it is difficult to jump out of the
optimization stage. The coverage rate of the GA-based target
coverage method is steadily increasing. However, because
GA uses a fixed zero-one code, it is difficult to introduce
new genes when the mutation rate is low, and it is easy to fall
into premature maturity. When the probability of mutation
is high, individual adaptability will fluctuate greatly, and the
target success monitoring rate will also be high. It is difficult
to improve. The single fish in CPAFSA adopts zero-one cod-
ing based on chaos to avoid evolutionary stagnation caused
by local optimization. It can be seen from the figure that
CPAFSA can always monitor more targets than PSO and
GA regardless of the same number of sensors but different
radii or the same number of sensors and different radii.

Figure 8 shows the percentage of successful surveillance
targets based on CPAFSA, GA, and PSO in WQMSNs. To
determine the utilization performance of the algorithm
under different conditions, the number of sensors in (a) is
set to 90, and the radius is set to 190 meters. Set the number
of sensors in (b) to 80 and the radius to 200 meters. The num-
ber of sensors in (c) is set to 70, and the radius is set to 210
meters. The number of sensors in (d) is set to 60, and the
radius is set to 220 meters. It can be seen from the figure
that the percentages of successfully monitoring targets
based on CPAFSA in (a), (b), (c), and (d) are all above

Table 4: The percentage increase of CPAFSA’s successful monitoring targets compared to PSO.

Number of sensors
Monitoring radius
of 120 meters

Monitoring radius
of 140 meters

Monitoring radius
of 160 meters

Monitoring radius
of 180 meters

10 4.20% 1.00% 4.20% 11.00%

20 10.20% 10.60% 16.40% 14.60%

30 21.80% 22.60% 17.40% 21.80%

40 19.40% 23.80% 22.00% 17.40%

50 23.00% 17.40% 19.60% 20.40%

60 22.20% 16.20% 14.40% 15.20%

70 22.00% 8.60% 8.40% 12.40%

80 14.40% 8.00% 11.20% 7.20%

Table 5: The percentage increase of CPAFSA’s successful monitoring targets compared to GA.

Number of sensors
Monitoring radius
of 120 meters

Monitoring radius
of 140 meters

Monitoring radius
of 160 meters

Monitoring radius
of 180 meters

10 4.00% 3.20% 4.20% 9.40%

20 10.20% 9.80% 17.40% 11.60%

30 18.40% 23.00% 18.80% 14.60%

40 21.60% 24.20% 25.80% 11.20%

50 18.80% 22.00% 25.40% 15.80%

60 18.60% 26.00% 24.60% 17.20%

70 21.20% 18.80% 17.00% 17.60%

80 10.60% 13.40% 15.40% 11.00%
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90%, and the percentages of PSO and GA successfully mon-
itoring targets decrease as the number of sensors decreases.
Under certain conditions, compared to PSO and GA,
CPAFSA can use sensors for more effective coverage and
monitoring in WQMSNs.

To verify the performance of CPAFSA, this section com-
pares this algorithm with PSO and GA in terms of the num-
ber and proportion of successfully monitored targets. The
simulation results show that the newly proposed CPAFSA
has stronger global optimization capabilities than PSO and
GA in solving the underwater 3D coverage optimization
problem in WQMSN, and it has not converged prematurely.

5. Conclusion

Aiming at the optimal coverage of the water quality monitor-
ing sensor networks, this paper proposed a new chaotic par-
allel artificial fish swarm algorithm. Before the algorithm
design, an underwater 3D coverage model was established
to solve the sensor coverage and monitoring problem. This
model optimizes the 3D coverage of underwater wireless sen-
sors to target points when the sensors are limited. To prevent
AFSA from converging too fast in the optimization process
and falling into a local optimum, CPAFSA uses a chaos oper-
ator to enhance the randomness of CPAFSA’s initial setting.
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Figure 7: The number of successfully monitored targets varies with algorithm iterations: (a) 80 sensors, 130 meters radius; (b) 80 sensors, 150
meters radius; (c) 100 sensors, 130 meters radius; (d) 100 sensors, 150 meters radius.
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And this algorithm enhances the ability of global fish swarm
optimization through parallel strategies; thus, AFSA is opti-
mized and the shortcomings of insufficient precision are
solved. Besides, this algorithm also combines the elite opera-
tor and the adaptive operator in the optimization process,
thereby improving the optimization efficiency of a single arti-
ficial fish and preventing the ineffective search.
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